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Produc innovation and adoption in market equilibrium: The

case of digital cameras.

Juan Esteban Carranza"

Abstract

This paper contains an empirical dynamic model of supply and demand in the mar-

kei fbr digital cameras with endogenous product innovation. On the demand side, het-

erogeneors consumers time optimallv the purchase of goods depending on the expected

evolution of prices and characteristics of available cameras. On the supply side, firms

introduce new camera models accounting for the dynamic value of new products and the

optimal behavior of consumers. The model is estimated using data f¡om the market for

digihal cameras and t'he estimat,ed model replicates rich dynamic features of the data. The

estimated model is used to perform cor¡nterfactual computations, which suggest that more

competition or lower product introduction costs generate more product variety but lower

average product quality.

KeTlutord,s: Durable goods; Dynamic demand; Innovation
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1 Introduction

This paper develops an empirical model of demand and supply fbr durable goods that accounts

for the dynamic incentives of both consumers and firms and that allows endogenous product

innovation over time. The model is tailored to ihe case of the market for digital cameras

drrring the early stages of the diffusion of digital cameras between 1998 and 2001, when the

quality of cameras was increa^sing rapidly and their price was falling. The model accounts for

the incentives of consumers to time optimallv the purchase of a digital camera depending on

the perceived evolution of product characteristics and prices. On the supply side, the model

focuses on the incentives of firms to introduce new products accounting for the dynamics of

the ma¡ket.

On the demand side, the paper contributes to a growing literature on estimation of dy-

namic models of demand fbr differentiated products which includes Chintagunta and Song

(2003), Erdem, Imai and Keane (2003), Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2006) and Hendel and

Nevo (2006). Instead of using a nested fixed point algorithm that requires the computation

of the dynamic problem of individuals along the estimation aigorithm, this paper proposes a

novel technique that uses a reduced form of the dynamic problem solution. The specification

facilitates dramatically the estimation of dynamic demand, specially when using product-level

data; it also nests the standard model as described in Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995)-

henceforth referred to as BLP.

Similarly to some of the papers mentioned above, this paper relies on restricting the

dynamic behavior of consumers. Specifically, the model allows them to condition their decision

to purchase any product only on the current realization of a scala¡ state variable that is a

sufficient statistic for distribution of expected payoffs. In other words, it is assumed that

the maximum expected payoff that consumers can get fiom participating in the market is

IVIarkovian. As already recognized by others (e.g. Hendel a¡¡d Nevo (2006)), consumers a¡e

expected to condition their behavior on ¿ll the va¡iables that affect firm behavior. Therefore,

such assumption (first proposed in the context of durable goods demand by Melnikov (2000))

is difficult to reconcile with a general supply model, in which fi¡ms condition their actions on

the actions of each individual competitor.

This paper constructs a supply model that is consistent with the adopted demand. model.

Specifically, it takes advantage of the large number of different products with very Iow market



sllares and the very rapid innovation in the t¡rarket fbr digital cameras, rvhich imply thai

firms' decisions regarding the introduction and pricing of individual products have a negligible

effect on overall market variables. The model aiso requires that the expectations of firms

be consistent with observed behavior in a manne¡ that is simila¡ to the models of social

interactions as described, for example, in Brock and Durlauf (2001). The approach can

also be reiated to recent work by Weintraub, Benkard and Van Roy (2007) on "oblivious

equilibria" in which agents condition their strategies on average industry information. The

main shortcoming of the model is the absence of explicit strategic interactions among firms,

which I argue are not important due to the very large number of products and the fact that

product introduction decisions seem to be only loosely correlated with firms' market shares.

There is a growing literature on the estimation of static models of strategic quality choice

based on static models, e.g. Mazzeo (2002), Seim (2007) and Jia (2006). While there is a

growing body of empirical literature on the estimation of dynamic garnes, such techniques

require the availability of a long history of repeated interactions across firms and are not

applicable in the context of our data set. Instead, this paper focuses on the dynamics of

product innovation in the market for digital camerasl . The result is an estimable model of

endogenous product innovation in a market for differentiated products that has no precedent

in the empirical microeconomic literature2.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, the data set on which the estima-

tion is based will be introduced and described. In the third section, the detailed model of

market equilibrium is discussed. In the fourth section the empirical implementation and the

estimation results are presented. The last section contains a concluding discussion.

2 Data: the U.S. digital cameras market

The methodology proposed in this paper is tailored specifically to study the digital phote

cameras market, which is a perfect example of a growing durable good market with a rapidly

improving technolog-y, and its study may give insights onto similar cases. The data on which
lSee Holmes (2005) for dynamic a model of location choice that also abstracts from strategic interactions.
2The¡e are two recent unpublished empirical papers that endogenize the behavior of firms in dynamic

environments: Chen, Esteban and Shum (2008) construct a model of dynamic pricing that is calibrated using

I'1.S. automobile data. The recent work by Goettler and Gordon (2008) endoeenizes innovation in the U.S.

market for PC processors.



thc estirnatiorr is bascd is a parrcl of morrthly sales, prices and characteristics of morc than

350 car¡rera models aggregatecl into quarterly data. It spans the months between Januarv of

1998 and Septembcr of 2001 arrd has coverage of around 90% of the market.

The centerpiece of a digital photocamera is a chip called Charge Coupled Device (CCD)3.

A CCD is an integrated circuit comprising an array of photosites. The higher the number of

these photosites ("pixels"), the better the quality of the picture (i.e. the resolution). Other

main components of a camera are its lenses, which may have an adjustable fbcal length (optical

zoom), a built-in liquid crystal display (LCD) of varying size and. a magnetic storage device,

which may be fixed or removable.

As can be seen from table 1, which puts together some iilustrative summary statistics,

the volume of sales of digital cameras increased throughout the whole sample span, going

from 215000 units sold in the first quarter of 1998 to the more than one million sold in the

first quarter of 20014. The growth of the size of the market is paralleled by the increase of

the quality of the sold cameras. The main indicator of the quality of a camera, in particular

during the time span of the sample, is its ¡esolution. As can be seen, the resolution of average

available and sold cameras increased from around 0.5 to slightly more than 1.5 megapixels.

On the other hand, prices f'ell significantly over time: the average price paid for sold

cameras fell from more than $600 at the beginning of the sampie to less than $400 at the end,

without controlling for the change in quality. A hedonic price regression was estimated using

the fbllowing specification:

log(ptt) : at * arrr'" * azrJo"^ * asr' i" 'd

wlrere r!"" is the resolution (in rncgapixels) of camera j, 
"1""-' 

is the log of its optical zoom

and njo'd is an indicator variable that takes value one when the camera has a mobile storage

device. The timechanging variable a¿ is estimated as a fixed time effect that captures the part

of price variation that is not explained by the other included characteristics. The coefficients

of the included characteristics are shown in table 2 and the estimated time effects, which a¡e

all significant, are displayed in figure 1. The clearly decreasing trend of the estimated fixed
'An alternative technology cailed CMOS has recently gained importance in low-quality/low-cost applica-

tions, such as cell phone and PDA cameras. It was no factor, though, during the time span of this study, and

it.s ability to compete with ccD technology in the came¡as market is stiil to be seen.
*The¡e is a big seasonal effect in Decembe¡ of each year; for example, December sales accounted in 2000 fo¡

30% of vearlv sales.



Quarter Units Sales

sold in million $

# of Average Average

models price resolution

Product Average

concentration share

Average

zoom

1998:1  0 .22

1998:2  0 .23

1998:3 0.27

1998:4  0 .31

1999:1  0 .28

7999:2 0.34

1999:3 0.54

1999:4 0.90

2000:1 0.73

2000:2 0.80

2000:3 0.98

2O0O:4 1.91

2 0 0 1 : 1  I . l 2

2001:2 I.l7

86 609.4

95 585.0

98 577.2

101 668.5

1r2 647.8

726 64r.2

139 483.9

143 436.8

t72 463.9

185 490.4

2t6 444.6

2LO 408.8

22r 396.0

245 384.1

1 J 1

t34

1 É ^

208

181

220

263

393

34r

392

434

782

445

4 D l

0.52

0.61

0.70

0.83

0.86

0.97

0.93

0.97

1 . 1 1

1.39

L.41

t .  ¿l i )

1.53

1.58

4 . D O

4.13

J .  / J

4.27

A  a t

4.58

3.65

3.09

3.54

3.32

2.97

2.59

3.04

3.17

0.14

0.10

0.07

0.07

0.07

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.02

7 . 2 %

r . t%

r.0%

\ .0%

0.9%

0.8%

0.7%

0.7%

0.6%

U. jYo

U.5"/o

0.5%

0.5%

0.4%

Total 9.81 461.7 r .26 0.02 o.7T3.27

Table 2: Hedonic Regression Estimation

(dependent variable: logb¡¿)

variable coemcient t-stat

resolution (mPix)

zoom

card

0.5839 56.1413

0.3229 22.60rr

0.342 14.9491
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Figure 1: Hedonic regression fixed time effects

time effects confirms the observation that camera prices fell dramatically over time, more so

after controlling for the improving quality.

Figure 2 shows a measure of the average behavior of prices and sales of camera models

aftc¡ introductions. Notice that sales tend to grow during the first months after introduction

and then fall, while prices fall on average steadily since introduction6. As will be shown below,

the model proposed in this paper will be able to reproduce well these general patterns.

As seen in table 3, the market is concentrated at the brand level, but it is very disperse

at the level of individual products, which is the level at which it is assumed that firms make

their pricing and innovation decisions. As seen in the right columns of table 1, the product-

level Herfindahl index is below 0.1 throughout the sample period and is in average below 0.05

during the last ten quarters of the sample) on which the estimation of the supply model will

be based. Notice that the average ma¡ket sha¡e of individual carnera models at any time after

the fourth quarter of the sample is less than 1%, Some products can have very high market

shares, reaching above 20Vo at times, but never for more than a quarter.

Moreover, in a market fbr durable goods, static market shares are misleading, since firms

compete against products that are being introduced over time. Since consumers who purchase

a product stay out of the market at least for a while, manufacturers compete against the
s'l ire rrsed average measu¡es are t,he percent rieviation ofprice and share from the ave¡age for each individual

model. Notice that the sample had to be reduced in order to include onlv the models for rvhich the introdrrction

date and the following fourteen months were included in the sample.
6Behavior 

of prices and sales of individual products is less smooth but still conforms to this general par,rern.

F 9 N

@ 6 €
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Figure 2: Evolution of price and share after introduction

products that have been released in the past and against products that consumers expecr ro

be released in the future. If we compute market shares of individual camera models across the

whole sample as shown in the bottom rows of the table, the market shares of most individual

products are much lower than l7o and never reach b%.

The estimation of the supply side of the market will take advantage of the low market

shares of individual products to assume that the introduction and pricing of individual prod-

ucts have a negligible expected effect on overall market r¡a¡iables. This notion will also be

supported by the demand estimates, which will show that cross price ela^sticities are econom-

ically insignificant in the data.

3 An equilibrium model of product adoption and innovation

3.1 Demand

The demand model assumes that at each point in time, consumers who have nol purchased

any camera decide whether to buy a cafilera or not among available cameras in the market. If

thev buy a camera they leave the market. If they don't buy any ca¡nera, they get the chance

to make the decision the following period. Therefore, the specification of demand is similar to

the standard specification of a BlP-stvle model nested inside an optimal stopping problem.

Specifically, at each point in time a consumcr i, who ha^s not vet purcha^sed anv camora, has

to decide whether to purchase a camera and leave the market, or delay the decision one period



Table 3: !-alue Shares by \Ianufacturer

Jan/98 Sep/0 i

Sony 36.1%

Kodak 23.5%

Olympus 20.7%

Epson 4.8%

R.icoh 3.5%

Ca-sio 3.4%

Canon 1.3%

Minolta 0.8%

HP 0.8%

Agfa 0.7%

Sony 33.0%

Olympus 23.4%

Nikon 10.4%

Kodak 9.0%

Canon 8.0%

HP s.6%

Fhji 2.8%

Minolta 1.5%

Toshiba 7.3%

Polaroid 7.2%

to see whether cheaper a.nd/or better cameras become available; if she purchases any product

j at time ú, she gets a lifetime utility u¿jt * e¿¡¿, where e¿;¿ is an iid unobserved preference

shock that changes across time, consumers and products. Each period ú the problem of a

consumer i who has not purchased a camera is described by the following value function:

C(St)  :  mar{mar jest {u i j l  I  e¿j r } ,e¡ot - t  7ElC(S,r+r) lS,r ] } ( 1 )

where the consumer decides to purchase a camera if the maximum lifetime utility she can get

from the set S¿ of available cameras at time I is higher tha¡r a reservation value E¡¿(S¿¿) :

ei6¡ + pE[C(S'r+r)lS,¿]. This reservation utility contains the option value of deciding on

the purchase of the camera next period, discounted by a constant discount rate B, and an

unobserved idiosyncratic ¿id shock e¿9¿ that changes across consumers and time. The purchase

decision is made based on a state vector fi¿ that contains all the variables that the consumer

uses to construct her expectations of the payoff she can get from delaying her purchase decision

one period.

This model is equivalent to a standard BlP-style model nested in an optimal stopping

problem. It is identical to the standa¡d Bl,P-style model when the reservation utility is a

constant. The estimation of the model should therefore enabie us to test whether the data

support the notion that consumers are timing optimally their purchases, rather than just

reacting myopically to changes in the prices and quality of available products.



The assumption that consumers leave the market after a purchase ignores the possibility of

rcpeatcd purchascs. This assumption implies that purchasing a carnera leads to an absorbing

state and f'aciiitates the computation of the model. It is also justified by the short span

of the sample, which doesn't allow the identification of any meaningful repeated purchasing

behavior.

Let the lifetime utility of consumer i when purchasing camera model j be given by the

following linear function:

u¡ j t te¿j t :  [€1 + 1o- fD6,1B +r ]u"-y ' " "  +r joo ^ l "oo -  op.¡ r f  +r j ' "ore. r . i *e; . i t

: 6¡t * rl"" o.re¡ + e4¡¿ (2)

Where the mean utility d¡t of purchasing camer a j at I depends on the camera resolution

2J"", its optical zoom rjoon, a matrix of brand dummies D¡, multiplied by a vector of brand

effects 18, :,urr. unobserved product attribute €.ir and its price p¡t. Tineterm r!eso.r6¿, where

e¿ - N(0, 1), is an unobserved consumer-specific error that is correlated with the resolution

rlu" of. the camera.

This specification is equivalent to a model where consumers have heterogeneous tastes

for resolution as in Berry (1994) or in BLP and implies that the individual resolution coeffi-

cient in the utility function is distributed .A/(7'"", a?). This correlated unobserved state will

generate cross-price substitutions among products that are higher for cameras with similar

resolution. Notice that it is assumed that consumers have heterogeneous taste coefficients

but homogeneous price coefficients. This is similar to the original BLP fbrmulation and is

mainly justified by the difficulty associated with the separate identification of the two types

of heterogeneity from product-level data.

Assume, as it is trsual in the literature, that 6¿¡¿ and €¿s¿ &r€ distributed iid according to

the Tvpe I extreme value distribution. Then, the probabilitv that a consumer will prrrcha-se

on.t7 product is given by the probability that the reservation utility is higher than thc expected

value of participating in the market (also known as the "inclusive val¡s")¡

'rr( ') : tos I "(6n'rtf, '"o'et) 
(e)

É€$t

Where S¿ is the set of available products at time ú. Due to the heterogeneity of the consumers'

taste fbr camera resoiution, this value is different fbr everv individual.



Specifically, let.ft¿ : ErLR"l - PEIC(S,t+r)lS¿¿] be the "expected" reservation utility of

collsumcr ri át timc f. The probability that consumer'ri purchases product.i at timc t is:

D -  _ l  " , , ,  f l e 6 , , + , i ' " o " . t 1 _ [  1  l l e 6 t , + , i ' " o , , , )
' ' t . . l l  -  

l -  |  l - - - - - - - - - - : - l  \ - /"  
L e H , t + " , , , ) l _  e r i t  

. l  
- L t + e t u - r , t ) l  

e r " t  
l

where the first term of this expression is the probability that the consumer buys onE camera

at time ú (i.e. the partici,pation probabi.Ii.ty) and the second term is the probability the she

buys specifically model j, conditional on purchasing a carnera.

Therefore, when timing optimally the purchase of a camera the consumer only cares about

forecasting the evolution of r¿¿. It fbllows that the reservation utility of consumer z is a function

of the state variables that the consumer uses to forecast the evolution of r¿¿. Assume thal r¿¿

follows a first order Markov process, so that r¿¿ is a sufficient statistic for the distribution of

T i t+t :

Elr¡t+tl : Q'(r¡t) l D /

This assumpiion implies that S¿¿ = ri¿, so that consumers don't have to keep track of the

behavior of individua.l firms when forecasting the evolution of the ma¡ket. This assumption

was first proposed by Melnikov (2000) when estimating the demand for computer printers and

has been used, more recently, by Hendel and Nevo (2006) and Gowrisankaran and R.ysman

(2006).

Given (5), the reservation value for each active consumer depends only on her realized

inclusive value, i.e. R¡t(Su) : R.¡t(r¿t). We obtain demand for product j by integrating the

individual demand (4) over the distribution of the consumers attributes:

f |  1  I  l " 6 i t +x i " "o ree l
Q ¡ Á x r , p i r ' u \ - ' r ' 4  t t  - l  l -  ; . : ; . . 1  l a c r l e ¡ )  ( 6 )t \ j t )  -  ' " "  

. l  l t  ¡  
"arr t r t r t r r l l - ro¡41 L- l , , r , " . ,  I

where M¿ is bhe total number of active consumers in the market, which is obtained by taking

the exogenous number of potential consumers and subtracting those who have purchased a

camera in previous periods. Since the data set spans the initial stages of the diffusion of digital

cameras, the initial market size is going to be set equal to the total number of households in

the U.S.. G¿ is the distribution of consumers' attributes e, which is initially standard normal

but then changes over time as consumers of d.ifferent types select themselves out of the market

by buying a carnera. Notice that as the quality of available products increases over time and

their price decreases, the inclusive value r¿¿ increases and demand for any given camera model

fálls towards zero.

10



To facilitate the computation of (6), the individual expected reservation utility R¿¿ will

bc approximatcd locaily arouud its currcnt valuc using a polynomial on thc individuai statcs

and attributesT:

ñ.Q¿¿; e): 7ro * 7116¡ * (nz + 7)r¡t * T3r¿¿e¡ (7)

which implies that Ri¿(r¡) - rit : 1ro + iTÉi * n2r¿¿ * rsr¡¿e¿. Higher-order polynomials could

be used to make the approximation more precise, but results will show that in this case

the last interaction term has no impact on the structural preference estimates and that the

linear polynomial is a good local approximation of this value function. Notice also that any

approximation error is not separately identifi.ed from the idiosyncratic extreme value shock

e¿g¿' The pa.rameters r: {ro,7rt,tT2,zr3}/ have no structural meaning and are not imporranr

themselves; they just serve as a control for the dynamic incentives of consumers. In this

particular specification they are interesting because when {zr1 :0,:¡r2 - -l,zrs : 0} the

model collapses to the "static" BLP model. The nested specification will therefore allow us

to test formally the validity of the standa¡d model in the given data.

Let h¿¿(.) : 
t+;ñ*r-,ú 

be the participation probability of consumer i at time ú, i.e. the

probabil ity that consumer i purchases anA product at t ime f. Let 7: {, lo,.fB,lr"",jzom}l

and {i : {(ir}ies,. For any set of parameters 0 : {r,1,a,o.'} and given the vector of

unobserved product characteristics ff, a consistent estimate of product j demand (6) can

be computed by simulating .A/ times the errors e¿ - N(0, 1) at the initial period and then

updating their distribution over time using the following formula:

r N f 
".G¡t@)+ri""o.re^))lq t, Gi 0) : u, * | 1 rb,.,.n,., {r n¡. (0, e n.), e. ; ¡r)*,

,  I  e, , r r r4; ; ' ' -  |n : I L  I

.- 1 $ , I  I  
' l  

l"(t , ,{e)+' i '"" ' , '^))f
" a L ^ r  . /  . , / n L t - - - - - - - - - - - = - -  |  , - r"  N ¿-. ' ' " '  Lt  + eR.n ( .)- ,n (o,e") l  

I  e@^t@,e^)) l

:M,!$r- , f  r  l le* ,@)+4'"d1€' ' ) l  ,ot-  
N  - r ,  " " "  

11  +  e Ío+T te i+n2 rn t+T3 rn t€n  J  |  " r - ,  J  

. " ,

where the last equality is obtained after replacirg &, with its approximation. ry'.,¡ is the

"density" of consumer n at time ú. At ú : I, thn,s, : 1; at t ) l, each consumer Ieaves

the market with probabllít,v hn¿ and tfs,.,¡;,1 :1hn,t_t(1 - h,,¿_r), so that the distribution of

consumer attribrrtes is correlated over time. Notice that the participation probability has a
tA similar idea was used by Park (2004) to approximate the expected netwo¡k exte¡nalities when estimatins

demand for VCR's.

l 1



logistic functional, which confbrms with the standard notion of product adoption behavior.

Tlre fbrrnulation of (8) is iJcntical to the standard BLP demand whcrr {a'1 : 0,T2 :

-1,7rs:0). Moreover, it ca¡r trc estimated using the same algorithm: for any vector á6, thc

implied vector of unobserved product attributes €Í'(do) is solved from the equality of predicted

demand 4¡t(0o) and observed demand Q;¿:

4¡rGi(0o),0o) = Q¡t (e)

The implied unobserved product attributes correspond. to the structural errors of this system

of non-linear equations and can be interacted with a matrix Z¿ of instruments that vary across

products to construct moment conditions based on a set of orthogonality conditions:

nnt :  E le f@) 'Z ' ] :ov t

where 9* is the vector of true parameters 0 and m¡. is a vector of moment conditions.

(10)

3.2 The model of f irm behavior

In the demand model above, consumers 'ú¡ere assumed to use current realizations of their

inclusive values to predict the value of delaying their purchase of a camera. This assumption,

which made the demand model tractable, implies that firms also use these inclusive values

to condition their actions. Otherwise, if firms were conditioning their behavior on the prices

and product innovation decisions of individual firms, consumers would also condition their

dynamic behavior on these variables.

In order to construct a srrpplv model that is consistent with the demand model, we'll

assume that the effect of individual firms' decisions on each consumer's inclusive vaiue is

negligible. These inclusive vaiues are endogenous in the sense that the behavior of firms relies

on their expectations regarding their evolution and should be consistent with it. But when

making individual product introduction and pricing decisions, films will take these inclusive

values and their distribution across consumers at the observed dynamic equilibrium as given.

This assumption insures that neither firms nor consumers have to keep track of the actions

of individual firms. It will follow that firms, consistently with the assumed demand model,

condition their decisions only on the realizations of the inclusive value.

The fundamental exogenous fbrce that drives the innovation decisions of firms is the evo-

lution of technology, reflected in the changing -presumably decreasing -production costs. Let
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the marginal cost of producing one camera with observed characteristics r¡ : {rl'",rloo-}'

at time ú be described by the following linear function:

mct ( r j , # " ) : r y r ¡ *$1 " ( 1 1 )

where €ii" is a zeromean unobserved to the econometrician cost shifter that is uncorrelated

with the other cost and demand shifters, and 4¿ : {n1"" ,qzoon}' is the vector of cost pa-

rameters at time ú. Assume that the cost parameters 4 = {nt:t...r} follow an exogenous

timechanging distribution:

Prob[r1¿ <To] : ó701o) (r2)

The marginal cost has been assumed to be constant on the produced quantity of each product

and to vary systematically only with respect to the observed cha¡acteristics. The technology

that generates this cost function is assumed to be available to all firms and to be unobserved

by consumers.

Assume that demand is described by (6) and that. firms choose the observed attributes r¡

before introducing a new camera model. Consistently with the data set, these attributes stay

constant throughout the commercia,l lif'e of the product. It is assumed that the unobserved

product characteristics {i., and unobserved cost shifters {¡, ur" random and unknown at the

time the firm decides to introduce the new product. After introduction, camera model j

introduced by firm B with observed attributes z¡ is expected at the time of introduction r to

generate an expected net present value of payoffs given by:

t :T

where B is the discount rate and the sum is taken up to the time Q at which product j drops

endogenously off the market, which occurs when demand falls close enough to zero. Notice

that this value is affected by the expected evolution of the quality and price of available

cameras as captured by the expected evolution of the inclusive values, which in turn affect

demand g¡¡.

Consider the general problem of firm B at time t : T. Let il¿, be an indicator function

that takes value 1 if product l¿ is introduced into the market at time ú and is zero otherwise.

Given the set Sf-1 of products that the fi.rm has already introd.uced in the past, the firm

maximizes the net present value of profits lI-B:

(13)

trl : t vrl@r)
, te $f_,
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(11)
t . : r  h: . t ,

where the first term corresponds to the expected profits from sales of existing products and

the second term corresponds to the expected profits of products to be introduced at r and in

Iater periods, whose observed qr-rality is to be chosen by the firm at the time of introduction.

It is assumed that the firm gets bo introduce an exogenous maximum number Lf ofproducts

every period Ú and that the firm incurs fixed introduction costs given by ¡'P(.), which depend

on the chosen characteristics of the product fitt and, on an unobserved state {,f.

Each period ¡ the firm has to decide whether to introduce new ca¡nera models or not: if so.

it has to decide the optimal set c,f observed attributes. Then it has to choose the price of new

andoldproducts.  Thesetofcontro lvar iables is thereforedr : { \ ¡ , : ¡ , . . . ,Lp,rG_r, . . . ,L f ; tp t , : t , . . . ,L f ; ,p¡65 'a_,}

and the firm's problem is:

rrldr,¿,8,lnPl¿,1 (  I D ]

The solution to this general max:imum problem is difficult because, in principle, every pricing

and product introduction decision of the firm has to account for its potential effects on the

profitability of other products that the firm has introduced in the past or that the firm may

introduce in the future. It also has to take into account the potential strategic responses of

other firms.

Notice, though, that all effects of pricing and product introduction on the demand of other

products or the demand of the same product over time occur via changes on the inclusive

values of the consumers. Assum.ing that the inclusive va.lues are given eliminates alt these

cross-demand effects and turns the very complicated optimization problem described above

into a set of separate relatively simple maximization problems. On one hand, firms set prices

fbr each product at each point in time individually, solüng a static profit ma>cimization

problem. On the other hand, firrrrs compute the expected profitability of introd.uced prod.ucts

assttming that the evohrtion of tl-re inclusive vahres is exogenous and decide separatelv whether

to introduce each new product crr not if its maximum expected profitabilitv is higher than

the corresponding introduction c<¡sts. The solution to each of these two separate problems is

described in the following two subsections.
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3.2. I  Pr ic ing

In the context of each firm's pricing problem, the assumption that take the inclusive values

as given is equivalent to the following condition:

0r¡,
u v x . t . 1 . T

dp j,
(16)

( te )

In terms of the application below, the actual values of these derivatives are very close to zero,

due to the fact that most of the time there are more than 150 available camera models in the

market.

This condition in turn implies that the derivatives of demand for individua"l came¡a models

(6) with respect to camera prices are given by:

# :  -on , ,  t  I  r , ,o ,u* ' l y  -  r " * ! ¡ ¡ ]  dG¡ (e )  -  -aq j t
dpit ""- J IGT'-:7;PI" 6at ae¡- " 

-'lp* 
t

W, : - I l@+vryG"'*# - u" #,1 dG¿@¡) : s (17)

whe¡e the first equality is the derivative of model j demand with respect to its own current

price. The second term is the derivative of model j demand with respect to the current price

of other carneras and is equal to zero. Therefore, changes in p¡¿ only affect demand. for prod.uct

j at time ú. This in turn implies that 
W: 

0 for k I j and, t I r.

Given (16) and (17), the first orde¡ conditions of (14) with respect to prices yield a separate

pricing equation for each carnera model j that has already been introduced into the market:

a i lPavr? / , - ^ " , ,oq i t
a;  

:  
a;  

:  a i t - r  (Pi t  -  rnct(r i ,# ' ) ) f f i :  o

: | - a(pjt - n-Lq(rj 1 #')) : O (18)

Which is exactly equivalent to a static monopolistic optimization condition equating marginal

revenue and marginal cost. Indeed, in this model each firm acts as a monopolist of each of

the camera models it has already introduced. Given the adopted demand, this implies that

the price of any camera j is given by its marginal cost plus a constant markup:

pjt: mct(r¡r,{ i i )  + !
d

: *1""111"' + xj"o nloo + €ft. + :
This equation can be estimated using standard linear techniques. It implies that prices vary

across cameras depending on their observed characteristics and vary over time as production

costs decrease.
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Notice that once a camera rnodel has been introduced, its price is determined endoge-

nously by (19). Moreover, expr:cted prices caú be computed by taking the expectatioús of

the production costs, which are exogenous to the firms. The expected sales of any given

camera model can also be comprrted repiacing the expected price in the demand function (6).

Therefore, the expected profits ¡Jenerated by any product j introduced at r by firm B can be

written only as a function of the observed characteristics o¡ by replacing (19) and (6) in (13):

ErW : oYi,t,It

(20)

where it is assumed that before introduction the firm expects both the unobserved product

attributes and cost shocks to be zero over time, i.". €ir:0 and $1" 
:0 for all t. As indicated

before, as the inclusive values increase gradually over time, demand for any product drops

asymptotically towa^rds zero. Ti.re sum is takeu up to the time Q, when predicted demand

for model j is sufficiently close to zero.

3.2.2 New product introduction

The objective function (14) of firms assumes that each firm B has an exogenous maximum

number L! of product introductions per-period. In addition, the assumption that inclusive

vaiues are taken as given implies that the expected profitability of individual products is not

affected bv individual introducti,rn decisions:

(21)

As a consequence, the decision tc, introduce one new product doesn't affect the profitability of

other products in the market. Nloreover, it doesn't affect the decision to introduce other prod-

ucts in the current period and in the future. Given the very high number of available carnera

model at any point in time, this a,ssumption is not very strong but facilitates significantly the

estimation of the model.

Given (21), the fi.rst order conditions of the objective function (14) with respect to the

decision to introduce a new product and its corresponding vector of observed characteristics

imply that a new product is introduced if and oniy if it generates expected profits higher than
's introduction costs:

ff. : t +> rrlatratt{V?r@r,) - FrB (rr,, €,f)} > o

1 6
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The condition above contains two decisions: on one hand, for each prospective product intro-

duótion the firm has to choose the vector of observed. product characteristics that maximizes

the expected net profits. On the other hand, if these net profits are greater than zero, the firm

introduces the new product. We can therefore rew¡ite (22) as the following pair of conditions:

[,T. : 1 e {vr?t@i) - FP @í,,€,f)} > o

where rf, solves a system of first order conditions, one for every product characteristic:

av,!r(rí,) _ aprB (q,, €l)
Ar,h )rh

Since conditions (23) and (24) must hold for all products at the time of introduction, they

can be used to construct an estimator of the introduction costs F(.), given an estimate of

V(.). The estimation has to account for the fact that observed introductions are a selected

sample that includes only the successful product introduction for which (23) held.

4 Estimation and results

The equilibrium model of supply and demand of digital cameras is described by the demand

equation (6), the cost equation (19), the product introduction conditions (23) and (24), ilne

transition of the production costs (12) and the transition of the inclusive values (5). The

model is estimated using the product-level data set described in section 2.

The estimation involves the following steps, each described in a separate subsection: first,

marginal costs are estimated from equation (19) using sta^ndard linear techniques and the

results are used to estimate the timechanging distribution (12) of marginal costs. Second,

demand is estimated using a va¡iation of the standard BLP technique that accounts for the

dynamics of consumer behavior. Demand estimates a¡e a.lso used to estimate the transition

of the inclusive values (5).

Third, the estimates of the tra¡¡sition of the dynamic states obtained above are used to

compute the function V(.) for every firm and every period. Fourth, the estimated function

7(.) is used to estimate introduction costs from (23) and (24) using simulation methods. The

following subsections describe these steps separately and in detail.

The identification of the model takes advantage of the assumption that inclusive values a¡e

exogenous. On the demand side, mean taste coeffi.cients a¡e identified from the covariation of

individual products' ma¡ket shares and characteristics; the distribution of the taste coefficients

(23)

(24)
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is identified from the covariation of market shares across sinrilar productss. The identification

of the consumers' participation probabilities comes from the covariation of. total saJes and che

exogenous inclusive values, which is usually unexploited in standa¡d applications of BLP.

On the supply side, cost parameters are identified from the covariation of prices and

product characteristics at any pcrint in time. Given demand and cost parameters, the expected

profitability of introduced products is identified. Therefore, the product introduction costs

are identified from the covariation of these inferred measures of profitabilitv and the observed

prod.uct introduction behavior, across firms and over time.

4.L Estimation of markups and marginal cost

Cost parameters a¡e estimated using equation (19). Given the linear marginal costs and

the assumption that the unobserved cost states $l' ^re uncorrelated with observed states,

estimating (19) is straightforward using OLS with observed prices and characteristics.

Table 4 contains estimates ctt {r¡r=t...r¡ and a obtained from (19). Results, as shown,

are very precise and intuitive. T'he first column contains estimates of an equation with only

the resolution (in megapixels) as an observed camera attribute. The second column contains

estimates with both resolution and the log of the optical zoom as observed attributes.

These results are consistent with the notion that the cost of technology is falling sub-

stantially over time. The "cost" of one megapixel (i.e. the cost of the CCD diüded by its

capability) at the beginning of ti.b.e sample in the first quarter of 1998 was a¡ound $700, and

it fell to less than $200 by the end of the sample in the second quarter of 2001. The estimates

of the cost of the optical zoom (i.e. the cost of lenses) imply that a lens with 3X optical zoom

added around $200 to the cost of a camera over a lens with no zoom, whereas this incremental

cost was only around $70 by the end of the sample.

The estimat e of I f a, which corresponds to the inverse of the price coefficient in the utility

f'unction, implies that firms charged a markup of $8G$100 over the cost of the camera. The

estimate of a wiil be replaced on the demand equation (6) to estimate the remaining demand

parameters. Notice that estimating o from this equation facilitates the estimation of the

demand model, given the lack of adequate instruments for the prices of individual products.

The estimates of the cost par:r.meters are used to estimate its distribution over time, which

firms trse to compute the expected evolution of production costs and prices. Assume that the
oThis identification argument is identical in any application of BLP to product-level data.
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Table 4: Estimation of markups and ma¡ginal cost

Parameter

zi = {xi""}

Estimate (s.e)

x¡ :  {x,! .", t jo"^}

Estimate (s.e)

l / o 102.3 (  e .11e ) 8 i .7  (  8 .8  )

\ t

\z

\s

T¿

\a

\z

\a

\s

\to

rln

rltz

Tts

\v

ry = qlt"

74r.2 ( 45.7 )

658.4 (  41.6 )

547.6 ( 36.7 )

467.e ( s4.4 )

454.5 (  28.0 )

39L.3 ( 24.2 )

35e.e (  20.7 )

314.2 ( r9.2 )

257.5 ( 14.8 )

234.3 ( 13.7 )

229.0  (  11 .6  )

239.0  (  11 .3  )

lee.e (  10.3 )

176.9 (  9.2 )

nt 
- -  

{q1."" , r t lo"*}

674.6 (  4s.s )  20e.3 (  52.5 )

601.4 (  43.e )  181.2 (  42.4 )

474.8 ( 40.8 ) 172.4 ( 38.5 )

3e7.5 (  38.7 )  168.0 (  38.1 )

380.5 (  32.8 )  16e.1 (  35.3 )

32s . r  (27 .e  )  166.5  (  33 .8  )

2s1.6 (  26.0 )  15e.3 (  32.6 )

246.5 ( 24.r ) 770.7 ( 33.2 )

200.2  (  1e .1  )  152.2  (2s .3 )

181.7 ( 17.e ) 145.7 ( 28.6 )

205.5 (  14.3 )  e3.1 (  26.1 )

212.4 ( r4.0 ) 100.2 ( 25.3 )

178.4 (  12.8 )  84.8 (  23.4 )

1 6 1 . 4 ( 1 1 . 8 )  6 8 8 ( 2 3 . 4 )

^res
PO

P I

^zoonL
r0

^zoonly 7

6.64 ( 0.041 )
-0 .11  (  0 .005 )

6.48 ( 0.0723 )
-0 .11  (  0 .0085 )

5.48 ( 0.088 )

-0 .07  (  0 .010 )
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Figure 3: Estir:rLated and fitted cost of resolution and zoom

mean of each of these parameters fbllows an independent logarithmic time trend, so that they

tend to fall asymptotically towa¡ds zero:

los\tí'") : p6"" + pl""t + ItT'"

log(ní"'^) : p6oo* + ploo t + l"loo (25)

where {ltí'" , t"T""} are non-persistent mean-zero errors. Estimates of {p$"", ples, pfioon, p1""^}

obtained from (25) are very precise, as seen at the bottom of Table 4. The estimated cost

parameters corresponding to the estimation with two obse¡ved characteristics are displayed

in figure 3, together with the fitt,ed values obtained from (25).

It has been assumed that all firms sha¡e the same marginal production costs under the

rrnderstanding ihat camera components are traded openly in the ma¡ket. Equation (19) could

have included firm effects to account for possible differences in the levels of marginal costs

across firms. The¡e's nothing in the data, though, that would allow the identification of

such effects separateiy from the brand effects on the demand side. Therefore, any systematic

differences in profitability across manuf'acturers are captured by the differences in demand, as

illustrated below.

4.2 Estimation of demand

Demand is estimated using an zLlgorithm almost identical to the standa¡d BLP algorithm.

The only diffe¡ence is that the demand equation (6) accounts fbr a non-consrant reservation

1 312a 1t 0

-6tirded n'l

-  -  . f ¡ t ted n1

i-6t¡rEted 
n2
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utility and a time.ciranging distribution of consumers' attributes. For any set of dernand

parameters, the vectors of unobserved product characteristics are solved peribd by period to

compute a GMN,{ criterion function based on the moment conditions (10).

Specifically, a number of N : 1000 draws of €n - N(0, 1) are simulated. Set ú¡ : 7 for

all r¿ and set the demand parameters 0o : {&,To,.yo,o!}, where the price coefficient a has

been replaced by its estimate obtained above. Given the equality of predicted and observed

demand (9), where the predicted demand is given by (8), the vector of implied mea^n utility

Ieveh d!:1 = {dr9.*r,r:r} is obtained numerically using the fixed point algorithm proposed in

BLP:

6'r: 6?. * los(Q¿lM¿) - Iog(ltlMt) (26)

The appendix contains a description of the conditions under which this mapping is a con-

traction and its fixed point unique. As discussed below, these conditions are met in all but

one of the estimated specifications of the model. The computation of the implied unobserved

product attributes is straightforward from the definition of the mean utilities:

€Ér(ao) :óP=r -?o- Da,^yt -r19jt1'"" - r l .2Tf'^ *pt=td (27)

where rTSt:- {rlÉ's,}, rí2T = {nji5--..} a.nd p¿:1 = {p¡es,}.
To obtain {¿rr(do), the participation probabilities h,¿ associated with each draw €n are

computed to get the survival probabitities thnt+r : tbnt(I - hnt) for each simulated consumer.

Then, the vector of mean utilities and the associated unobserved product attributes can be

computed in the sarne way as in ü:1. This procedure is repeated for every ú unti l t:7.

With the unobserved product attributes at hand, matrices of instruments Z¿ are used. to

compute the sample analog of the vector of moment conditions (10) for each ú:

nt@o) : lf@o)tzt (28)

The estimation algorithm looks for the set of parameters á that minimizes a GMM metric:

0 : ar gmi,n{rn(0)' rn(0)} / t o )

where ñt' is a vector of vertically stacked moment conditions rñ¿. The instruments used

to estimate the model include vectors of ones and the observed characteristics of available

products at any point in time, which as usual are assumed to be uncorrelated with the

unobserved attributes.
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Table 5: Preference estimates(standa¡d errors in parenthesis)

I: Constant coefficients II: Random coefficients

rr 0 0 0.43 (0.15) 0.33 (0.0e)

12 -0.37 (0.04) -0.31 (0.03) -0.60 (0.15) -0.78 (0.13)

7t3 0 0 -0.83 (0.23) -0.49 (0.16)

.yL 3.04 (0.13) 3.24 (0.18) 3.13 (0.12) 3,03 (0.1e)

10 -10.20 (7.7s8) 64.64 (30.4) -23.1,r (4.6) -22.79 (6.73)

.tz - 2.25 (0.17) 2.24 (0.17)

or 0 0 0.07 (0.025) 0.22 (0.03)

III: Random coefficients (restricted) IV: Static model (BLP)

7rr 0.08 (0.03)

7r2 -0.36 (0.04)

T J 0

7t 3.09 (0.13)

jo  -11 .09  (3 .11)

7z

or 0.01 (0.00)

0.13 (0.05)

-0.30 (0.02)

0

3.24  (0 .15)

-11 .28  (3 .16)

2 .25  (0 .18)

0 .05  (0 .01)

0

1

0

2.56  (0 .10)

-12 .33  (0 .12)

0.00 (0.00)

0

- 1

0

2,58  (0 .15)

-12 .18  (0 .13)

2 .20  (0 .18)

0.00 (0.00)
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Estimatcs of. {r,1,o"r} were obtained following the described procedure and are shown on

Table 5. The displayecl standárd errors were obtained bóotstrapping the random componenrs

of the model. The initial market size was set to 100 million which was the approximate nurnber

of U.S, households and then was adjusted period by period according to observed sales. The

parameter 16 is not separately identified from the constant 7s of the utility function and was

therefore normalized to zero9. Eight versions of the model were estimated -four specifications

(I, II, III and IV) each with one observed characteristic (resolution) and two cha¡acteristics

(resolution and optical zoom) as follows:

r Mociels I have no random taste coefficients. Therefore, o-r: 0, 7r1 : 0 and zrs : 0.

Models II correspond to the full model. As shown in the appendix, depending on the

draws of e' the mapping (26) may not be a contraction and therefore the algorithm

failed to find a solution to the model for some parameter values.

Models III are a restricted specification with zrs : 0 that satisfies the sufficient conditions

for (26) to be a contraction with a unique fixed point.

Models IV are equivalent to the standard BLP estimation, which is a particular case of

the model with zr1 : 0, T2: - 1 and zrs : 0.

Estimates of the taste coefficients are positive and reasonable. The estimates of the pa-

rameters zr, though non-structural, ane illustrative of the response of consumer behavior to

changes in overall quality at the given equilibrium. Estimates irz < 0 obtained from the dy-

namic models (I, II and III) imply that the participation function is positively correlated with

the average consumet's valuation of "quality", so that as the quality of cameras increases,

so does the probability of adoption. Nevertheless, when unobserved heterogeneity is incor-

porated (models II and III), the estimate n1 ) 0 which implies that, given a set of available

products and prices, a higher than average taste for camera resolution has a negative effect

on the purchase p¡obabiiity.

To see how the model is able to reproduce the aggregate pattern of sales over time, figure

4 shows the series of observed aggregate c¿unera sales over time and a band containing a g5%

interval of simuiated camera sa.les. The band was obtained simulating the joint distribution of
eThis no¡malization is equivalent to the usual normalization of the outside utility in discrete choice models.
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Figure 4: Observed market participation and 95% predicted interval

the ünobserved components of the model with no ra¡rdom coefficients and two characteristics

(models I on Table 5, second column).

Now we discuss two salient features of the results. First, the contrast between the dynamic

specifications of the model (moclels I, II and III) and the "static" specification (models IV),

which allows the rejection of the standard "static" model. Second, the very low estimated

randomness of the taste coefficient, which will facilitate the computation of the model of

product introduction.

The first and most salient fr:ature of the estimation is that they allow the rejection of

the standa¡d BLP model in fav¡r of the more general dynamic specifications. Specifically,

estimates of zr in models I, II and III allow the easy rejection of the hypothesis that zr1 : [,

1T2 : - 1 and n3 : 0. This means that the participation behavior of consumers in this market

is consistent with a non-constant reservation utility. Moreover, the data is consistent with the

hypothesis that this reservation utility is tied to the changing quality of products.

In addition, estimates of i"u obtained in I, II and III are significantly higher (both sta-

tistically and economically) than the estimates of 1'"" obtained in IV. This bias is the result

of the underlying assumption of the standard BLP model that non-participating consumers

don't value available products enorrgh to buy them, whereas the truth may be that they may

be waiting for better products to become available in the futrrre. Notice that price parame

ters, which are identified from the pricing eqrration are the same across specifications, so that
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the differences in ta¡te parameters reflect the essential difference between the static and the

dynamic modcl.

As discussed. beforc, the improvement of CCD chips over time is constant and quite dra-

matic, as well as the fall in prices. As a consequence of such change, consumers have strong

incentives to delay the purchase of a digital came¡a. It is therefore no surprise that the static

model yields a lower preference for CCD resoiution than the dynamic model. On the other

hand, notice that the estimate of the optical zoom coeffi.cient doesn't differ between the static

and dynamic versions of the model; it is also the case that the technology of lenses hasn't

changed significantly over the last decade. Results are the¡efore consistent with the premise,

that a static specification of consumer behavior is a misleading approach in environments v¡ith

rapidly changing quality that imply nontrivial dynamic concerns for the consumers.

The second salient feature of the results is that the estimates of o.y in models II, III and

IV a¡e very low, which implies that there is little evidence of any economically sigrrificant

heterogeneity of the taste for carnera resolution, which was the main measure of the quality

of a¡¡ individual camera. In fact, the estimate of o-, obtained from models IV (the BLP

specification) collapses literally to zero.

The reason why a model with random coeffi.cients is generally better able to fit a panel of

sales data is that it takes advantage of the correlation of market shares of simila¡ products

over time. In this case, the results indicate that the va¡iation of the unobserved determinants

of choices in the data has a very low correlation with the resolution of the cameras.

Consequently, for the estimation of the model of product introduction below it will be

assumed that o^,: 0. This implies that all consumers share the same inclusive value:

o l  : 0  #  r , , ¿  : 7 t l n (30)

Therefore, firms should only keep track of one inclusive value over time when computing

their expected evolution. Specificalt¡ let the inclusive values evolve according to a first order

autoregressive process:

r t : p6 *p i r t - t +eT (31)

where ef is a non-persistent normal error, so that (31) can be estimated using OLS.

Table 6 contains the estimates of. p' = {p6,pi} obtained from (31) using the two different

versions of models I. The estimates are precise an consistent with the upward trend of quality

and variety of camera models over time. Figure 5 displays computed. and fitted values of r¿,
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R .L,tDrc o: l istlmates oI 1" ano p'

(standard errors in parenthesis)

r,  :  { t i ' "}  z, :  {z! '" ,2j""^}

o t  : 0  o t  : 0

d¿j rd

canon

fuji

l p

kodal<

nikorL

olympus

polaroid

sony

toshiba

0.50 ( 0.38 )

2.e8 ( 0.30 )

-0.21 ( 0.42 )

0.74 ( 0.26 )

1 .36  (  o .3e  )

1 .10  (  0 .26  )

2 .52  (  0 .37  )

4.54 ( 0.26 )

5.08 ( o.ie )
0.34 ( 0.37 )

0.38 ( 0.40 )

3.40 ( 0.41 )

-0.23 ( 0.33 )

0.e0 ( 0.45 )

1.05 ( 0.28 )

1 .10  (  0 .42  )

2.43 ( 0.28 )

5.2i  (  0.40 )

4.06 ( 0.32 )

0.2e ( 0.43 )

p6

p\

0.e0 ( 0.27 ) 1.03 ( 0.27 )

o.e7 ( 0.03 ) 0.e6 ( 0.03 )

1 0

2 3 4 ' f0  ' t1  12  13  14

Fiqure 5: Estimated and fitted r
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obtained from the model with two observed characteristics. Notice that the adopted transition

of r¿, which is very ciose io a random walk, is consistent with the Markovian assumption on

wirich the estimation of demand was based.

Table 6 also contains the estimates of the fixed brand-effects 78 obtained from models I.

These effects capture the systematic variation of unobserved quality across brands. Effects

were included for the 10 topselling brands and are measured with respect to the remaining

brands. These ten biggest firms comprise around 90% of the market during the time span

of the sample. Most of these effects are significantly different from zero. According to the

estimates, Sony and Polaroid have the highest brand attributes.

4.3 Computation of V(.)

We can use the estimates obtained above to compute the expected profiiability at the time

of introduction of any carnera model. Consider the estimates obtained from models I for

which ot:0 and use {fr, i,d,r]} to compute the inclusive values as defined in (3). Then

replace these values in (20) to obtain the expected value of a camera model with observed

characteristics z¡ to be introduced by firm B¡ at lime r:

E.urt 'nt (32)

u,Bj 1rr¡ :

"io 
* D s r ia ¡ (i" " - &ñ1" " ) tl' " + (i' ""^ - Añf " ) r1""^ -

l>u-";,,¡
LL:T L

r l
I

I
I
I
I

ert + e1r2rt

where the expectations with respect to the evolution of r¡ and \¡ are comprrted rrsing the

estimated distribution of {B',0"oo-',p'""} obtained above from (2b) and (31).

The function (32) can be computed up to the time Q at which the expected demand fbr

the product falls close enough to zero. In practice, the maximum lifetime of any product was

set to ten quarters, i.e. Ti: r* 10. This assumption has absolutely no effect on the results of

the model because ten quarters is much more than the commercial life of a.ny camera model

in the sample. The quarterly discount rate was set at 0.97, a¡rd it was verified that results

were not very sensitive to other choices. Also, to reduce the dimension of the problem, it was

assumed that firms can perfectly anticipate the evolution of the total number of potential

buyers, since it didn't have any significant effect on the results,

Figure 6 depicts the computed y( ) as a function of n¡ : {resoluti,on¡,Iog(zoomi)} during

the second quarter of2000. Notice that the function is increasing and convex, as a consequence
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Figure 6: Value of quality as a function of resolution and optical zoom

of the static demand functions being also convex on the characteristics space. For illustration

purposes, the fixed-brand effect was set equal to zero. To provide a¡r idea of the order of

magnitude of this functions, this example indicates that a 2 megapixel average digital camera

to be introduced by a lessknown brand in mid-2000 was expected to generate discounted

profits of 0.5 million dollars over the course of its commercial life, while a 3 megapixel camera

was expected to generate around 3 million dollars.

The function y(.) is going to be used below for the estimation of the product introduction

costs. Despite the fact that thc computation of (32) above is an easy computational task

for a given sct of product cha¡acteristics, the estimation of ihe product introduction problem

(22) requires that we compute the function Iz(.) and its derivatives repeatedlv along the

estimation algorithm. To facilitate these computations, a parametric approximation of the

cornputed function V(.) was otrtained. The computed V(.) is very smooth and could be

approximated well by an exponentiai polynomial:

v,"'@) a: exp()fi + Afrn¡) (3s)

I\otice that the parameters are time- and brand-specific, since the function varies over time

and across brands. It will be assumed that firms cannot anticipate or choose the value of a

new product's unobserved attribute so that they expect it to be zero, which is its assumed

mean. Estimates {ifr:r...., irur:,...} are obtained by successively computing y(.) over a grid
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of product characteristics a¡rd fi.rms, and then using OLS on its logs. The estimates of the

approximation (not shown) are \-cry precise, which is not surprising given the smoothness of

v ( . )

4.4 Estimation of product introduction costs

Now we turn back to the estimation of the product introduction costs F(.) given our approx-

imation of V(.). As in standard empirical entry models, the maximum number of potential

product introductions per period is set exogenously by assuming a maximum number of intro-

ductions Lf that each firm B can rnake at each period t. Even though the set of participating

firr¡rs is fixed, a firm can endogenously exit (and enter back) the market depending on the

success of its new product introductions. The model is estimated based on the behavior of

the ten biggest firms in the market during the last ten quarters of the sample, taking the

behavior of the remaining firms as given. It is assumed that the number of new products that

any firm tan introduce into the market each period is eight, i.e. Lf : L:8. Eight is the

maximum number of camera models introduced by any firm in the same quarter at any point

during the time span of the sample.

Consider the problem of firms choosing only the resolution of the camera, so that r ¡ = rles .

As indicated before, resolution was by fa¡ the most important quality indicator of individual

carnera models during the time span of the sample. Let the fixed introduction costs be given

by the following flexible convex specification:

Fr(*¡,€fo,€ft;(,  op) : exp((s * evt * opoefo)

t exp((,2¡ i ent * oor€it) (34)

where €f = {efo ,€f 
t 
} utu standard normal unobserved. errors that are associated with the two

choices of the firm, i.e. introduction and carnera quality. The introduction costs depend on the

chosen observed quality z, of the camera, a time trend ú which captures the drift of the function

over time, and parameter vectors ( = {(", Cv,Cu,Cqt,(q2,Cqs,eqa} and ap : {opo,opt}.

There are two terms in F(.): graphically, the first term indicates its position across the

vertical axis, while the second one determines its curvature and potentiai horizontal shift. The

first time trend parameter (y causes the function to drift vertically as time passes by. The

second time trend parameter (¡¡ shifts the function horizontally as time passes by. Parameter
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(n e {(nr, Cq2,{.',i, (q¿} is a fixed-,luarter effect that approximates tire specific seasonal concerns

that are not included explicit ly in rhe model.

Each period r, firm B gets 1,o "try" to introduce up to .L : 8 new camera models taking

I : I, ..., -L independent draws of the sta¡rdard normal errors €f", = {€f;", €f;,}. For each of

these binomial draws the firm c¿rn introduce one new product. Given the assumptions above,

each new product introduction is decided independently. Therefore, for each set {¿ñ, "f 
draws,

the optimal introduction decision is given by the solution to (28) and (24).

The model is estimated using a simulated method of moments as fbllows: Fix the vector

of pa.rameters {(0, a$}. For each of the ten biggest f irms in the sample B : I,..., l0 and

each period r : L,..., 10, eight independent sets of errors {fi" are simulated (i.e. I : 1, ...8).

For each set of ra¡rdom d¡aws !!'e can obtain the optimal resolution ri", of the new carnera

models to be considered for intr,rduction replacing (33) and Q\ in Q$:

ifl exp(ifl + .\l,r.ie): d exp((| nia, * eh' + "}er€fs',)
(35)

Given the optimal resolution r'[rr, of the new camera model, the firm will introduce it i;f its

net expected profitability is pos:itive. The optimal introduction decision llf can be obtained

replacing ri",, (33) and (34) in (23):

nis, :1 <+ exp(i68" + \l,uis,)

- exp((| + CV, + o$06,!0") - exp((rfu, + Con, + o$16,!1") > o (36)

Each simulation s:1,...,S yields optimal introduction decisions {níBr,rípr} for l:

1 , . . .8 ,  B :  1 , . . . ,10 and r  :  I , . . . ,10.  The s imulat ion was repeated  ̂ 9 :  100 t imes to obta in

a number of predicted moment conditions. Specificall¡ we obtain average predictions of the

number of products introduced at each point in time and of the predicted inclusive values of

the demand function:

*  t r o  * o \  -r r 7 . \ \  , u F )  
- | ' o / . ¡

(38)

6(ri|) : ¿fB, + io + Da,iB + (i"" - &rl["")rifi, - 1

r , (qo,o$) =,
1 1 "

1 l \ - r ^ o
q  I  L ' " ó

L S = l

1 s r 0 l 0

*t t !tuÉ"l
"  s : l  B :1  J - l

1 0 1 0 1

t Irig"exp (¡r"i¿,1) |
B = t  t = t  

'  
J

where
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Table 7: Introduction Cost Estimatiorr

Parameter  Es t imate(s .e . ) Estimate (s.e.)

eqt

eqz

Cqz

eqq

Cr."

Cv

\ t

oO

ol

Cct

Ccz

15.8815 (  0 .20  )

17 .2818 (  0 .30  )

15.6535 ( 0.23 )

17.7867 ( 0.41 )

8.2197 ( 1.11 )

0.024 ( 0.04 )
-0.e626 ( 0.23 )

r.4e57 ( 0.53 )

2.57e8 ( 0.54 )

15.585 ( 0.48 )

17.064 ( 0.63 )

15.833 ( o.4e )

r7.5s4 ( 0.70 )

11 .4ee (  0 .e8  )
-0.171 ( 0.08 )
-1.062 ( 0.30 )

2.036 ( 0.5e )

2.562 ( 0.80 )

r2r54 ( 3e6.2e )

335 ( 40.1e )

The average of the predicted inclusive value across the S simulations f" in (38) contains

random realizations of the unobserved product attributes f¡r" drr-r, from its empirical dis-

tribution, estimated in section 4.2. K, is the predicted nur¡rber of products introd.uced each

period r, averaged across simulations.

The choice of these moments is not arbitrary. The consistency of the model requires that

the inclusive values predicted by the model F: {F,,...,fr0} match the observed inclusive

values r : {rr,...,rro}. On the other hand, matching the predicted number of introductions

R: {Rr, . . . ,Kro}  wi th i ts  observed counterpar t  K:  {Kt , . . . ,Kro}  guarantees that ,  g iven

the inclusive values, the predicted quality of introduced products resembles the quality of

products that are introduced in the data.

The estimation algorithm looks for the sets of parameters that match predicted and ob

served moments according to the following quadratic form:

mar{e,or} ( { ¡ ( ( , " ¡ )  -  r ,R(e,oF)  -  K}  *  { r (e ,oF)  -  r ,R(C,od -  K} ' )  (99)

The standard errors of the estimates were obtained bootstrapping the ¡a¡rdom elements of the

model.

Resuits of the estimation are presented on the middle column of table 7. The parameter

estimates are precise and have the expected signs, with the exception of (y which is very close
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Figure 7: Predicted and observed inclusive value

to zero. The negative estimate 1rf (¡¡ indicates that for any given resolution, introduction is

becoming cheaper over time and that the function is shifting to the right over time. More

over, at any tinte introduction .is more costly the higher the resolution of the model to be

introduced (i.e. G'" > 0). This may occur because, at any point in time, higher resolutions

are technologically more comple.x and its adoption is therefore more expensive.

Estimates of (o indicate that there are significant seasonal differences in introduction costs.

Estimates indicate that introduction costs are higher during the summer and during the

Christmas season. These differences may be a reflection of seasonal increases in competition

for shelf space or in ma¡keting costs. Finally, the simulated and observed moment conditions

are displaved in figures 7 and 8 to illustrate the abilitv of the model to replicate the rich

behaüor observed in the data.

Notabiv, the model can be trsed to generate predicted paths for prices and market shares

of cameras with given quality. Figure 9 displays prices and market shares of a camera model

chosen arbitrarily. As illustrated in the figure, the model generates the inverse-U shaped

pattern of the market share that is observed in the data and that was documented in figure 2.

Prices, on the other hand, deciine rnonotonically over time, which is also consistent with the

data as seen in figure 2. The figure corresponds to a camera with 1.1 megapixel introduced

in mid 1999, but the general pattern is the same across qualities and brands.

Notice that in the model pricing behavior has no built-in dynamic mechanism and is purely
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the result of static profit maxinrization. The endogenous evolution of the market shares is

gcnerated"by'the interaction of consumer's dynamic behavior and the'evolution of prices: in

early periods, the technology is too costly and therefore the prices are high. As the technology

of the camera becomes cheaper, so do prices and sales increase. At some point, though. the

decrease of its relative quality -compared with competing models -induces the monotonic

decrease of the market share of the given model.

The estimation has been based on the competitive assumptions detailed through the pre

vious sections of the paper, which ruled out any sirategic and/or cannibalization effects on

firms' decisions. If these assumptions are not valid, product introduction decisions are not

independent of each other, both within and across firms, and estimates obtained from condi-

tions (35) and (36) may be incorrect. To test the potential signifrcance of this correlation and

its impact on the estimation, a rnodified version of the model was estimated.

The correlation of the product introduction decisions and the market shares of individual

fi.rms can be estimated by modifying (36) as follows:

lis" : i <+ exp(ioB, + i!,riB)- exp((f + e\r + r?,o€{ta,)

- exp({ri6, + eon, + 
"?,r€f1) 

* C.tsB, * e2sl, > o (40)

whe¡e s¡r is the market share of firm B at time r. The parameters (.1 and (c2 capture any

statistical correlation between product introduction and the relative size of the firms which

would be inconsistent with the assumptions of the model.

Results of this modified estirnation are displayed on the right column of table 7. Notice

that in general the estimated para,meters of the introduction costs are similar to the ones

obtained from the model without firm-size effects. Accounting for these effects implies a bigger

coefficient of camera resolution and a significant downward shift over time of the introduction

costs. This negative effect is compensated bv the additional costs associated with the size of

individual firms.

The estimates imply that thcre is a statistically significant negative effect of fi.rm's market

shares on their product introduction decisions. There is a positive second order effect which

implies that the effect is worse f,rr larger firms. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the effect is

negiigible. For a firm with a 35% market share -which is a¡ound the highest any firm in the

sampie has at any point in time-the additional "costs" of product introduction implied by

their market shares are estimated to be around $4500, which is almost negiigible compared
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with the estimated value of products.

ih"." results suggest that tire assumptions on which the estimation is based are adequatc.

In the following section the estimated model without frrm-size effects is used to characterize

the behavior of the model around the observed equilibrium and to illustrate the computation

of counterfactual equilibria.

4.5 Computation of counterfactual equil ibria

The estimated model abo¡¡e allows the computation of counterfactual equilibria in a manner

that is consistent with a structural behavioral model. Computing the counterfactual be-

havior of thc model is useful to understand its mechanics a¡rd illustrates the countcrfactual

implications of the model.

Computing such equilibria is not triüal, though, due to the fact that behavior of fi.rms is

determined crucially by their expectations regarding the evolution of overall market quality

and variety as indexed by the inclusive values r : {r¿:1,...,7}. The computed values of

product introduction V(.) described in (32) are specific to the given dynamic equilibrium.

In any counterfactual equilibrium, the expected evolution of r should be consistent with its

counterfactual intertemporal distribution.

The estimation is in fact based on a rational expectations assumption implying that ex-

pectations are consistent with observed behavior. The model implies that if firms expect the

inclusive value r¿ to increase slowly over time, the value of individual innor¡ations is higher

and therefore incentives to introduce new products are higher; on the other hand, as all firms

introduce more and better products, they should expect r¿ to increase more rapidly over time.

In an equilibrium with rational expectations, though, expectations should coincide with the

observed behavior.

More precisely, given any observed sequence r0, and any assumed set ,4 of exogenous

assumptions, the estimated model generates a mapping ![¡ of simulated, rt:

r '  :  V( ro ,  A) (41)

In equilibrium, for the beliefs to be consistent we need r' = r0. For any $ven A, I A,

therefbre, consistent beliefs can be found by computing the fixed point of ,, :ú(ro,A,).

The computatic¡n of the fixed point above was done in the following way: given an initial

guess fbr r, we can compute its transition probability, which we can use to compute the value
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of product introduction fo¡ each fi.rm, at each point in time and for any quality choice. These

conrputcd values of V(.) arc tlron used. to obtain the parametric approximation (33)-one for

ever¡r period and for every firnt. \,Vith these parametric approximations at hand we simulate

200 times the behavior of firms under the counterfactual assumptions A' to and obtain a new

predicted set of r' by taking its arverage prediction across simulations. For each iteration along

the fixed point algorithm, these steps a,re repeated until convergence, which is assumed to be

reached a,s soon as the norm of (r' - ,) is sufficiently small.

The value of the parametels of the model correspond to estimates obtained above as

follows:

o Cost and markup estimaters from the left column on table 4.

o Preference estimates from the left column of model I on table 5 and the left column of

table 6.

o Introduction cost parameters from the left column on table 7.

¡ Set the starting values for r equal to its values in the estimated equilibrium.

In other words, the computations are based on the model with only one observed product

characteristic and no unobservecl persistent taste heterogeneity. The computations are based

on the behavior of ten biggest firms over the last ten quarters of the sample and take the

behavior of the smaller firms as given. They a,lso take the dynamic behaüor of consumers as

given by the reduced fbrm approximation implied by the demand estimates.

Tables 8 and 9 report the number of new model introductions per quarter and its average

quality averaged across 200 simulations computed using the fixed point algorithm discussed

above. The baseline values con:espond to a simulated version of the observed equilibrium

obtained from a first run of the a,lgorithm under the observed conditions. Each other column

corresponds to a different experirnent: in I and II, the number of participating firms is altered.

In III and IV, the introduction costs are ehanged across existing firms. Finall¡ in V and VI

the exogenous potential ma¡ket rsize is changed. Each experiment and its results is discussed

below.

lrlotice that these experiments involve the variation of exogenous variables that don't vary

in the data. The model identifies the effects of such variation in the fbllowing way: Given

that each firm has a limited number of products, the model can predict the effect of varying
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Table 8: Simulated number of introductions

Quarter Baseline I II III IV V VI

+ - 1

+ - D

t :3

t :4

t :5

t :6

t :7

t :8

t :9

t :10

17.06

ó .  / b

.  18 .03

8.56

21.55

13.72

24.42

14.68

28.98

20.45

744.71 17.33

51.38  8 .53

134.36 18.78

31.50 7.95

I37.64 23.46

56.57 t3.42

r37.75  28 .10

44.26 14.28

150.54 38.31

74.93 22.46

22.95 14.77 12.65 23.2r

13.90 7.46 5.96 13.79

25.25 17.07 13.71 24.50

13.75 7.86 5.60 13.18

29.22 27.31 16.97 27.6r

20.02 13.99 9.87 19.43

32.68 24.70 19.73 31.14

20.46 14.97 10.55 L9.44

37.99 30.35 24.24 36.13

27.73 21.44 16.50 26.45

Table 9: Simulated average resolution

Quarter Baseline I N I I I I V

f - I

+ - ,

t :3

+ - A

t :5

t :6

L : J

t :8

t :9

t :10

2 . r 0

2 .20

2.33

2.4r

2.55

2.65

2.78

, e 7

3.01

3. r2

2 . r 4

2 .25

2.36

2.45

2.58

2.68

t R o

2.90

3.03

3 . 1 3

2.00 2.08 2.04

2.07  2 .18  2 .15

2.20 2.3r 2.26

2.25 2.39 2.34

2.39 2.54 2.47

2.46 2.63 2.57

2.59 2.78 2.69

2.65 2.87 2.78

2.79 3.03 2.91

2.87  3 .14  3 .0 r

2 . t3  2 .07

2.23  2 .17

2.35 2.30

2.44 2.38

2.57  2 .53

2.68 2.62

2.8 t  2 .76

2.91 2.86

3.05  3 .01

3 . 1 5  3 . r 2
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the numbcr of firrns (experimcnts I and II) through its effect on the potential number of

successful product'introductiorrs, which has direct implications on the valúe of later prod.uct

introductions.

Given the structure of the rnodel, on the other hand, the observed variation in prod.uct

introduction across time and firrns implies different introduction costs, which can therefore be

changed counterfactually (experiments III and IV). Finall¡ as time passes by and consumers

purchase cameras) the market size shrinks and affects directly the value of introduction, which

can be therefore evaluated counterfactually for different market sizes (experiments V and VI).

4.5.I Changing the number of competing firms

Columns I and II in tables 8 and 9 display the number of counterfactual new product in-

troductions per period and the average camera resolution of the new products over the ten

last quarters of the sample, when 30 additional firms of two different types are added to the

marketlo. The two chosen types were Sony (column I) and Toshiba (column II) which are,

correspondingl¡ the firms with the highest and lowest unobserved brand-specific "quality" so

that the contrast is more evidenrll.

This experiment is equivalent to increasing the maximum number of product introductions

per period for two different firm-types. Such change induces two offsetting effects: one one

hand, the increased "competition" allows the introduction of more a¡d better products. On

the other hand, it erodes the dyn.amic value of innovation, because firms expect to have lower

market shares.

By comparing the results of column I and column II in both tables, it can be seen that

the net effect of having more finns competing in the market depends heavily on the type of

the firms. As can be seen, thc rnrmber of prodrrct introdrrctions, compared to the observed

baseline only increases slightlv rvhen lower-type firms are added to the market, whereas it

increases dramatically when higlLer-type firms are added.

What happens is that low-type firms cannot successfully introduce new products. In this

sense, increased "competition" bv average firms (i.e. similar to Toshiba) has no effect on the

observed performance of the marl<et: new fi.rms just have a lower rate of product introduction,
r0simulations were performed increasing gradually the number of competing firms and results a¡e qualita-

tively equivalent.
11Tlte unobserved brmd-effect of Sorry is 5.02 and Toshiba's is 0.3, measured with respect to the average of

the smaller firms; in this sense, Toshib¿r is very much an ,,average" firm.
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or just fail to introduce any new products at all. On the other hand and as seen in tablc g, the

averag-e resolution of úew cameras doesn'l chang-e much with respect to the baéeline when low-

type firms are added to the market (column II). Surprisingiy, it is lower when more higher-type

fi.rms are competing with each other (column I). The highest resolution (not shown) of new

cameras doesn't change across simulated regimes, whereas the lowest resolution (not shown) is

Iower when more high-quality fi.rms are competing. The higher successful competition of high-

quality firms skews the distribution of quality of new camera models, because of the convexity

of introduction costs, which makes it less likely the introduction of new high quality camera

models than the introduction low quality carnera models.

In sum, the counterfactual computation of the model suggests that competition, per se, has

no necessary effect on the performance of the market. As illustrated, the increased presence

of average competitors only causes average firms to be displaced from the ma¡ket and to

have more difficulties introducing new products. On the other side, increased competition by

higher quality firms has a significative impact on product introduction and variety and causes

average quality to be actually lower, because increased competition decreases the value of

high-quality product introduction. Simulating a high number of high-quality firms has just

an illustrative meaning, in the sense that the exogenous "quality" of brands is the reflection

of the underlying scarcity of technological and ma^nagerial talents.

4.5.2 Changing market size and introduction costs

This section explores the counterfactual effects of changing the prod.uct introd.uction costs

and the market size. Columns III and IV in tables 8 and 9 contain the counterfactual effects

of changes in the fixed introduction costs. Column III corresponds to the experiment in

which introdttction costs are halved across firms and across qrralitv choices, while column

IV corresponds to the counterfactual doubling of introduction costs across firms and across

quality choices.

As can be seen, both in terms of the number of introductions and the average resolution

of cameras, the effects of a decrease in the introduction costs as seen in column III are more

significant than the eflects of an increase of costs displayed in column IV.

When introduction costs decrease (column III), the number of new prod,uct introductions

increases so that the effective competition increases. The average quality of new cameras

decreases, due to the fact that more effective competition d.ecreases the value of innovation
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and therefore nlore of the new ca,rncras tend to have lower quality.

Whén the introduction costs are doubled (column IV), the numbei of introductio¡is is lowcr

during the earlier periods. The average quality of cameras does not change much, because

the effective lower competition :is offset by the increased introduction costs.

This asymmetry of the effects on the product int¡oduction behavior of counterfactual

changes in introduction costs is due in part to the convexity of the introduction costs with

respect to the choice of camera resolution. It implies that introducing high quality cameras

becomes prohibitively expensive very rapidly as the qrrality increases. Therefore, when the

market is able to absorb more camera models, the distribution of their quality will tend to be

skewed towards lower quality cameras.

The effects of changes in tota,l market size, on the other side, are more balanced. Column

V in tables 8 and 9 reports the effects of halving the total market size, and column VI reports

the effects of doubling the total market size. As expected, the number of int¡oductions

increases when the market size is bigger, whereas it decreases when the market size is smaller.

Remarkably, average quality stays fairly constant across experiments. This is a reflection of

the offsetting impact of competition and innovation opportunities.

The described experiments illustrate the very complex relationship between market per-

formance and market structure Lmplied by the model. Some of the results are surprising: for

example, the fact that increasedl presence of competitors doesn't necessarily have any effect

on product variety or quality. Or the result that increased introduction costs lead to higher

average camera quality. The richness of the results highlight also the importance of addressing

the innovation behavior of firms accounting fbr the the specifics of the environment.

5 Conclusion

An empirical framework was developed to study product innovation and adoption in markets

fbr digital cameras. The framework was based on an equilibrium model of supply and demand

for durable goods that accounts for the dynamic incentives of both consumers and firms. Es-

timates were obtained of the value of products for firms and consumers accounting for the

dynamics of the environment. llhe model was not only able to reproduce the dramatic im-

provement in camera quality over the time span of the sample, but was also able to reproduce

the rich pattern of pricing and s¡eles of individual products that is observed in the data.
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Counterfactual computations illustrate the need for addressing the innovation behavior of

firms usiúg an erirpirical technique that accóunis for the structural complexities of the market.

For example, it is shown that increasing competition doesn't necessarily increase the average

quality of introduced products. Or that increased market size or reduced innovation costs

do not necessarily lead to higher average quality, due to technological restrictions and the

perverse effects of increased competition on the value of innovation.

The paper contributes to the empirical literature on estimation of demand for differen-

tiated prod.ucts by implementing a simple extension of the sta¡rdard BLP technique that

incorporates both dynamics and unobserved consumer heterogeneity. It was found that per-

sistent unobserved heterogeneity was not significant and that consumers had strong dynamic

incentives to time optimally their purchases. Specifically, it was found that the standa¡d BLP

specification was rejected by the data.

The main limitation of the estimated model is the lack of strategic interactions among

the firms on the supply side of the model. It was arg¡red that this restriction was reasonable

in the case of the market for digital cameras, given the large number of models that each

firm produces a¡rd the very small estimated cross-product elasticities. In this sense, each

new product introduction can be taken ex-ante as marginal. We provided an informal test

of this notion by showing that individual product introduction decisions were very loosely

correlated with the firms' overall ma¡ket shares, after controlling for product characteristics

and its expected profitability.

This assumption was also convenient for practical reasons, given the unavailability of

techniques for estimating dynamic games of product innovation with such short panels as the

one used here. It must be added that there is no precedent in the literature of an empirical

stntctural model of drmamic product innovation and adoption. Moreover, the model illustrates

how a competitive model can reproduce the dramatic improvement in qrrality and decrease in

prices observed in the data. Future research should ascertain whether it is possible to identifv

a richer model of firm competition from product-level data.
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Appendix I: Computation of the mean util it ies

The computation of the mean utility levels is based on the solution fbr the fixed point of the

mapping (26), f (6) : 6t t log(Q¿/M¡) - Iog(Q¿lM), which is identical to the function (6.8)

in BLP except for the fact that dema¡rd { is given by (6). The appendix in BLP spells out

three assumptions that (26) must satisfy in order to be a contraction with a unique interior

fixed point.

It is shown below that a sufficient condition for these assumptions to hold is that 0 (

?R.i¡f 0r,¿ < I. This condition guarantees that /(.) ir monotonic; if it doesn't hold /(.)

may fail to converge, and the algorithm would be systematically ruling out points in the

parameter space. This restriction makes economic sense: it means that the reservation value

of a consumer should not be affected negatively or disproportionately by movements in the

current value of participating in the market.

Ilom (6), predicted demand can be rewritten as follows:

4y : I er¿¡¿qd¿,e¡)d.G¿(e¿)
M¿l

where individual choice probabilities are given by:

| 
"6 

¡ ft r! '" ot e¡-R¡¿(r,¿ (d¿,e¿)) II ' r x r t : lm l

As in BLP, the derivatives of the function /(.) are given by:

of¡¡ lo6¡t : | - 
hlttlTU 

: t -

J

a

0f¡t/ 06xt : \r, 
a(q!,ltvr) - I (aP^rgt$tt -d l?6-Y')dG-tG¡)

Qtt /Mt  06m I  Pr¡ ¡¿(6¡ . ,e; )dG¡(e¡)

The first assumption that /(.) must satisfy is the following set of conditions: 0f ¡t/06'. > 0

and df¡t/86¿¿ ) 0 fbr all j ,,t € 3¿, and that I*.s, 6fi¡/06¡¿ < (q¡t/Mt) for all j  e S¿. Note

that these derivatives correspond to integrals over properties ofindividual choice probabilities.

[ (0Pr¡¡¿@¿, e¡) l06it)dGtGr)

I Pr¿i¿(6¡, e¿)dG¡(e¿)
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Therefore, it is sufficient to sho.¡¡ that the conditions hold point by point as follows:

dP , , ,  /  ' aP  \
-:)! : -p¡¡tp¡m( t - ::-f ¡ . O
r l r t ¡ r ¡  \  d r i l /

W 
: Pr¡j, (' - y*:3) - r,r,, (, - *) < p,¡,

E,e'#f 
: pr¡i,(,-:,yry33) - ,,n,,(,- *)8,"'u*, 1pr;¡¿

Since by definition 0 . J'!::- a 1 fbr all realizations of e¿, it can be easily seen that

whenever 0 < LR.¡¿lhri¡ 1I the conditions above hold. Notice that in BLP \R¿¿f 0r¿¿: Q

and therefore these conditions always always hold.

The second and third assumptions for /(.) to satisfy according to BLP guarantee that its

fixed point is interior. How these assumptions hold can be shown using an argument identical

as in BLP.

The second assumption is th,at /(.) h* a finite lowe¡ bound. To show this, rewrite /(.) as

follows:
¡  o z l e s o l e ; - R ¿ ¿ ( r ¡ 1 ( ó ¿ , e ¡ ) )

"f(d¿) : tos(Q¿/tv¡) - Ios 
J ffidG¡(e¿)

Note that as á¿ -+ -@, r¿¡ -> oo and, by definition, R,¿ -_r 0. Therefore, as ó¿ -+ -oo,

f (6,.) -+ log(Q¡lM¡.) - log t e"tr""o,'n¿grrr.r.

The third assumption is that /(.) is bounded away from oo. Specifically, we show that

there exists a value d, such that if any element in d¿ is greater that 5, then there is some

k e S¿ srrch that qn?)/Mt > Q*t./Mt and /(ó¡¿) ( d¡¿. For each j € S¿ find the valrre 5,

that makes the share of the outside option equal to its observed value assuming that j is the

onlv product in the market, and set 3 : mor¡¿s,,á¡. Notice that if there is an element in á¿

that is above 5 then it must bc tJrat f ¡ q*t > Lx Q ¡¿ and for some ,t e S¿ Qtet ) Q tettherefbre

, f  *(6) < 6x.

Four specifi.cations of the rnodel were estimated (labelled modcls I, II, III and iV). iVlodels

I, III and IV satisfy the restriction that 0 < }R.¿¿l}r¿t l L In models IV, this restriction may

be violated for particular realizar,ions of e¿ and sometimes lead to non-convergence of (26).
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